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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

West Star Aviation is Now an Authorized Service Center for Embraer Lineage at the Chattanooga Facility  
 
 

February 21, 2019 -  West Star Aviation is pleased to announce that its Chattanooga (CHA) facility has been named 

an Authorized Service Center for Embraer Lineage 1000 and 1000E, continuing to enhance the Chattanooga location 

as a one stop shop for Embraer customers. 

 

Additional capabilities include avionics repair and installation, airframe and engine inspections, service bulletin 

installation and compliance, along with full interior redesign and refurbishment, and exterior paint services. 

 

"We are pleased to be able to add the Embraer Lineage 1000/1000E aircraft to our Embraer Authorization at our 

Chattanooga facility,” said Steve Goede, General Manager West Star Aviation, Chattanooga. “We will continue to 

expand our capabilities scope to ensure we provide our customers the quality service they deserve at each of our 

locations,” Goede continued. 

 

The inclusion of the Lineage models now extends to both Chattanooga (CHA) and East Alton (ALN) facilities. West 

Star offers Embraer Factory approved Base Services on Phenom 100/300 and Legacy 450, 500, 600, 650 series at three 

of the full service MRO locations of East Alton, IL (ALN); Grand Junction, CO (GJT); Chattanooga, TN (CHA). 

 

Voted #1 Preferred MRO for five consecutive years from 2014-2018 in Professional Pilot Magazine's annual 

"Preferences Regarding Aviation Services and Equipment" (PRASE) Survey, West Star Aviation specializes in the 

repair and maintenance of airframes, windows, and engines, as well as major modifications, avionics installation and 

repair, interior refurbishment, surplus avionics sales, accessory services, paint and parts.  

 

In addition to its primary facilities in East Alton, IL; Grand Junction, CO; Chattanooga, TN; and Perryville, MO, West 

Star Aviation also maintains satellite facilities at Aspen-Pitkin County Airport in Aspen, CO; Chicago Executive 

Airport in Chicago, IL; Centennial Airport in Denver, CO; Conroe-North Houston Regional Airport in Houston, TX; 

Minneapolis/St. Paul International Airport in Minneapolis, MN and Scottsdale Airport in Scottsdale, AZ. The company 

also provides complete FBO services for transient aircraft at its newly remodeled East Alton and Grand Junction 

facilities.  West Star Aviation is an industry leader in technical experience and expertise while providing world-class 

customer services in all the organization’s divisions.  For more information visit www.weststaraviation.com or call 

800-922-2421. 

 

About Embraer Executive Jets  



 

Embraer is one of the world’s leading executive jet manufacturers, having entered the business aviation market in 2000 

with the Legacy jet, which led to the launch of Embraer Executive Jets in 2005. Its portfolio, among the broadest in the 

market, consists of the entry-level Phenom 100EV and the light Phenom 300E jet, the medium cabin Legacy 450 and 

Legacy 500, the midsize Praetor 500 and super-midsize Praetor 600, the large Legacy 650E, and the ultra-large 

Lineage 1000E. Embraer Executive Jets’ global fleet exceeds 1,300 aircraft, which are in operation in more than 70 

countries and are supported by the Company’s global Customer Support and Services network of over 70 owned and 

authorized service centers, complemented by a 24/7 Contact Center, at its headquarters, in Brazil. For more 

information, please visit executive.embraer.com. 
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